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at present, the most recent power
rangers series on television is power
rangers ninja steel, an american
children's television series produced by
haim saban productions for nickelodeon.
the series premiered on nickelodeon on
october 11, 2015. seasons 1-3 of power
rangers were later released in japan on
eight laserdiscs in a boxset in 2009,
bundled with the original series dvds. the
discs were not packaged with the
laserdiscs in the u.s. for unknown
reasons. [13] power rangers dino
thunder (also known as "power rangers
thunder force") is the seventh of eight
live-action television seasons of the
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power rangers franchise (not counting
the original power rangers series or the
two second-season power rangers series
that have been combined into one
season). it premiered on nickelodeon on
september 8, 1997. before the power
rangers ranger, he was the japanese
version of d.o.c. he gets his powers from
the morphing grid and he can mutate
into many types of animals. his animal
forms (most of them) are: tiger, liger,
rhinoceros, wolf, horse, monkey, monkey
dog, cobra, gorilla, raccoon, tarantula,
crocodile, sea horse, lion. in addition to
his animal forms, he also can switch to
his "humanoid" form. his humanoid
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form's abilities are the same as in his
animal forms except he can fly, and he
has seven upper limbs. he cannot morph
into tiger and liger, but can morph into
rhinoceros. he also cannot morph into
wolf, tiger, rhino, monkey, monkey dog,
gorilla and crocodile. the titles for the
individual episodes are sometimes
jumbled, and incomplete. because of
this, it is usually possible to identify
certain episodes for the months they
aired in japan. currently, episode titles
are included for every episode except
turbo's and rpm's
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for the previously-mentioned reasons,
there are times when the power rangers

are free to use their ranger powers,
whether in the hope of defeating a larger
monster or defending themselves from
an enemy. should the ranger powers be

used for their own personal gain, it is
generally assumed that some penalty
will be paid to those involved. in the
earlier seasons, this penalty was an

increase in frequency of specific types of
creatures (which the power rangers had

to battle each other more often) or a
decrease in the number of times the

rangers could use their powers. in the
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three series immediately after mighty
morphin, the penalty has changed, to

show either a specific increase in
difficulty when performing the ranger
powers, or an increase in monsters. in
each series, at least one episode deals
with the moral predicament of one or
more of the rangers and how it causes

them to realize that they may have
gained something more important than
their powers (i.e. their human friends).

this is generally followed by a change in
the season's protagonists or antagonists
from power rangers to the next series,
where they get their powers back and

restart as normal teenagers. the season
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finale of the season will generally be an
episode about the change in team,

ranging from bickering about the change
until they hit a breaking point, to a

celebration as they become the new
power rangers. usually, even in the

middle of the season, the rangers are
faced with a common problem that

affects them all. the introduction of the
threat or monster is generally at a point
in the show when the team is not great

fighters, forcing the rangers to change or
adapt. this season often involves the use

of fan favorites, villains, or previously-
seen characters that in some way don't
work as well for the new, shiwnesome
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